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Summary

The software of systems of elevators needs constant maintenance to deal with new func-

tionality, bug fixes or legislation changes. To automatically validate the software of these

systems, a typical approach in industry is to use regression oracles, which execute test

inputs both in the software version under test and in a previous software version. However,

these practices require a long test execution time and cannot be re-used at different test

phases. To deal with these issues, we propose DARIO, a test oracle that relies on regres-

sion machine-learning algorithms to detect both functional and non-functional problems of

the system. The machine-learning algorithms of this oracle are trained by using data from

previously tested versions to predict reference functional and non-functional performance

values of the new versions. An empirical evaluation with an industrial case study demon-

strates the feasibility of using our approach. A total of five regression learning algorithms

were validated by using mutation testing techniques. For the context of functional bugs,

the accuracy when predicting verdicts by DARIO ranged between 95% to 98%, across the

different scenarios proposed. For the context of non-functional bugs, were competitive too,

having an accuracy when predicting verdicts by DARIO ranging between 83% to 87%.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) combine digital cyber technologies with physical processes [21]. The software of such systems has an increasingly
long life-cycle, requiring maintenance over several years. This is the case of Orona, one of the largest elevator companies worldwide, whose
software needs to be constantly maintained and updated to deal with (1) new functional and non-functional requirements, (2) the correction of
bugs, (3) legislative changes and (4) hardware obsolescence and system degradation [7]. In a system of elevators, one critical subsystem is its
traffic master, which is in charge of managing the passenger flow in a building. It is composed of several software modules, such as the dispatching
algorithm, which is the component in charge of deciding which elevator must attend each passenger by considering several aspects (e.g., estimation
of the waiting time of each passenger or estimated time required to arrive to destination). New generations of these algorithms are also starting
to consider additional aspects, such as energy consumption. The algorithms also include certain functionalities based on the building, such as
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controlling access to disable specific floors to unauthorized passengers or special calls for handicapped persons (e.g., by assigning additional space
in the elevator or assigning them the closest elevator). Orona, one of the leading elevator companies in Europe, has a large suite of dispatching
algorithms that are in constant maintenance and evolution to solve different customers’ demands.

When changes are performed in these algorithms, Orona has a well established systematic verification and validation process at different test
phases (Software-in-the-Loop (SiL), Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) and Operation). At SiL and HiL, two kinds of tests are executed. On the one hand,
unitary tests aim to test specific scenarios and verify that the functional requirements of the system are met.1 Such tests are relatively short, lasting
from 30 seconds to 5 minutes. On the other hand, Orona executes what is internally known as full-day passenger tests, which have the objective of
verifying the functional performance of a systems of elevators (what in the elevation industry is known as the Quality of Service (QoS) of a system
of elevators [11]). In such case, the objective is to detect functional performance failures (i.e., the failures that cause a degradation in the QoS of
the system). An example of a typical functional performance metric in this domain is the AverageWaiting Time (AWT), which measures the average
time that passengers need to wait until an elevator attends their call. To determine whether the quality of an algorithm is satisfactory or not, a
regression test oracle is used. Specifically, the same traffic profile (i.e., test input) is executed in a previous version of the dispatching algorithm,
and compared with the dispatching algorithm version under test. If the performance metric under study is better or similar, the test is classified as
PASS. Conversely, if the performance metric under study is not good enough, the test is classified as FAIL.

This regression test oracle has two main problems. Firstly, the test needs to be executed both in the algorithm under test as well as in a previous
version of the algorithm. This can be time-consuming as the execution is performed using simulation-based testing at system level and the test
inputs usually simulate full-day passenger traffic profiles. This problem is exacerbated at the HiL test phase, where the simulation is performed in
real-time, and thus, in order to simulate a full-day traffic profile, two full-days are required (i.e., one full-day for the new software version under
test and another one for the previous software version). The second problem involves that the test oracle cannot be re-used for testing the new
version “on-the-fly” in operation. This is a problem because the faults not detected in the validation phases can manifest in the real installation.
The last problem relates to the difficulty of detecting non-functional bugs, which pose significant challenges as compared to functional bugs; these
type of bugs typically result in an overuse of computational resources [20], which are scarce in CPSs, and detecting them is starting to become a
priority inside Orona, our industrial partner.

The barrier between functional and non-functional bugs in CPSs is blurry, and therefore, we make a distinction between functional and non-
functional performance bugs. On the one hand, the purpose of the elevator dispatching algorithm is outputting optimal assignments. Consequently,
a sub-optimal assignment (as opposed to being slow at issuing the assignment) is considered an incorrect output for the dispatcher, and is therefore
classified as a functional performance failure. This is analogous to a GPS providing a valid but not optimal route between two points. On the
other hand, non-functional performance bugs are those that do not cause a functional failure, but result in an overuse of computational resources
[20]. Unfortunately, CPSs are not exempt of non-functional performance bugs, which can occasionally lead to more severe consequences, such
as functional failures. In our conference-version paper published on Automation of Software Test (AST) conference [3], we explored the use of
machine-learning to tackle the test oracle problem. Specifically, we proposed DARIO (Dispatching AlgoRIthm Oracle), a test oracle that relies
on regression learning algorithms to automatically validate elevators dispatching algorithms. Instead of using regression oracles, DARIO trains a
machine learning algorithm by using data from a previously tested dispatching algorithm version to detect functional performance bugs. In this
paper, besides functional bugs, we explore whether DARIO is capable of detecting non-functional performance bugs.

Our approach provides several advantages. Firstly, the training process of the employed regression learning algorithms is much faster than
employing a regression test oracle. While the regression learning algorithms used in DARIO take a few seconds to train, the regression test oracles
used in practice may take from minutes to hours at the SiL test phase and days at the HiL test phase. Secondly, DARIO can be used as streamlined
oracle at SiL, HiL and in operation, permitting the detection of potential inconsistencies within the real system. Thirdly, DARIO returns a quantitative
verdict value over the simulation time, which provides information of how close the system was from failing at each simulation step or how severe
a fault was. This opens the possibility to include new verification and validation paradigms in the context of dispatching algorithms, including
falsification-based test generation [51, 56]. It can also be used for on-line testing, which could save a significant amount of testing time by stopping
the simulation if a severe fault is detected, as proposed by Menghi et al. in a recent study [52].

This paper is an extension of our AST 2021 paper[3]. Specifically, we build upon the conference-version paper [3] from the the following
perspectives:

• We adapt DARIO, our test oracle that works on top of machine-learning algorithms to detect both, functional and non-functional per-
formance bugs. We show that our approach is effective in both cases by carrying out a new empirical evaluation based on performance
mutation testing.

1Notice that unitary tests are different to those unit tests, which aim at testing individual software modules
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• We significantly extend the background and related work sections. Specifically, in the background section we provide a distinction between
two types of performance metrics for CPSs (i.e., non-functional performance and functional performance). In addition, we include a new
section to explain background theory related to machine-learning algorithms.

• We extract new lessons learned and open challenges, which can be used by future researchers as starting point for devising novel
approaches.

We can summarize our contributions as follows:
• We propose DARIO, a novel approach for building test oracles for performance tesing of dispatching algorithms. DARIO works on top of

regression machine-learning algorithms. These algorithms aim at predicting the reference performance metric (either, functional (e.g., AWT)
or non functional (e.g., execution time) values of a system of elevators based on the passenger traffic data.

• We perform an empirical evaluation by using an industrial case study provided by Orona, one of the leading elevator companies in Europe.
In this evaluation, we used mutation testing to determine how accurate DARIO was when compared to traditionally employed regression
test oracles. We compared five regression learning algorithms. For functional performance bugs, the Regression Tree algorithms performed
the best overall. For non-functional performance bugs, there was no a clear winner, but all the algorithms performed well.

• We provide a set of lessons learned and open challenges from applying DARIO in practice.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the relevant background on performance testing and machine learning.

Section 3 provides a description of the case study and the current software testing process at Orona. Section 4 presents our approach to automat-
ically test elevators dispatching algorithms. Section 5 evaluates our approach by means of an empirical evaluation with an industrial case study.
Section 6 discusses the results, the lessons learned and the open challenges based on the performed evaluation and the discussions we had with
domain experts. We position our work with the current state of the art in Section 7. Lastly, Section 8 concludes our paper.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Performance metrics for cyber-physical systems

The analysis of the system performance has not been as widespread as the analysis of functional requirements, as deviations in performance may
not be as harmful as functional failures in most cases. Furthermore, the performance of a system is often harder to verify due to the difficulty to
evaluate this type of properties, combined with a lack of specific requirements in many cases [77]. This makes it necessary to integrate performance
analysis activities in all of the system’s life-cycle stages, from the system design to operation [17], by employing mechanisms such as static code
analysis, performance testing, and run-time monitoring [58, 43].

Ideally, performance requirements should be defined in a requirements document in a concrete, verifiable manner, such that the compliance
of the system can be evaluated accurately. Nevertheless, in practice, these requirements are often not defined or ambiguous. Some challenges of
performance requirements specification are establishing requirements that can actually be checked in a concrete and precise manner and selecting
the appropriate inputs to use when verifying each requirement [77]. The lack of verifiable specifications makes it difficult to assess whether the
performance of the system is acceptable or not. This difficulty in verifying the validity of the observed system behavior is known as the test oracle
problem, and it is recognized as one of the fundamental problems of software testing [12].

We make a distinction between two types of system performance: Non-functional performance and functional performance. While non-
functional performance metrics only measure the efficiency of a system’s implementation, functional performance metrics are derived (indirectly)
from the system output. We argue that both types of properties share many aspects in common in the context of testing and verification, and
that performance testing techniques can be applied to either of them in most cases. In this case, this can be considered either functional or non-
functional testing based on whether we use functional or non-functional performance metrics. Although performance testing is usually considered
non-functional testing, we must consider that the functional performance properties of the system are derived from its output.

2.1.1 Non-functional performance

Non-functional performance refers to the usage of computational resources of the system, such as response time, CPU usage, memory usage
or energy consumption [20]. The non-functional performance of the software in domains such as web pages or mobile apps is very relevant, as
performance issues can affect the usability of the system, causing a loss of users and/or money. For CPSs, this type of properties are an even larger
concern, since some non-functional performance issues can escalate to major functional failures, and even safety implications; For instance, an
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) may run out of batteries during its flight due to an excessive energy consumption, resulting in a loss of functionality,
and potentially some additional damage from a crash if there are no additional safety measures.

2.1.2 Functional performance

Functional performance refers to the properties derived indirectly from the output of the system, rather than the system’s efficient usage of the
computational resources. This type of properties are typically used for evaluating the adequateness or quality of a system’s output due to the
lack of a more direct way to evaluate its behavior. As an example, an optimizing compiler’s output can be evaluated based on the non-functional
performance of the generated program (e.g. execution time), but such properties are actually derived from the functional behavior of the compiler
(the code it outputs), and not its non-functional performance (e.g. the time it takes for the compiler to execute). Similarly, CPSs such as multi-
elevator systems are typically evaluated based on Quality of Service (QoS) metrics such as the waiting times for the passengers, which are mostly
derived from the functional behavior of the system (call assignments to elevators) rather than its non-functional performance.

2.2 Machine-learning algorithms

Machine-learning is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that provides the software with the ability to “learn” from observed data with the goal
of making decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so [44]. These approaches construct models by observing data using statistical
analyses, where learning begins with the search for patterns inside the data used for training the algorithm [25].

Machine-learning can be categorized in the categories of supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning [2]. In supervised learning, the
training data consists of some input vectors with their respective labels, which indicate the output expected for each input vector [2]. The objective
of these algorithms is to learn to predict the corresponding output for the given inputs, which could have been unforeseen to the algorithm before,
by modifying their internal values [44]. Within this category we can distinguish two subcategories: (1) classification algorithms, where the aim
is to map input values to a finite number of categories and (2) regression algorithms, where the output values consist of continuous variables.
Unlike supervised learning algorithms, unsupervised learning algorithms do not have labeled data. Their goal is to cluster the data by identifying
patterns on the similarities and dissimilarities [25]. Lastly, reinforcement learning approaches aim at selecting actions with certain goals [25]. They
use feedback on the effect of the action taken (i.e., rewards), which is later used to improve the estimation and iteratively perform more effective
actions [25]. In our study, we use supervised learning algorithms aimed at solving a regression problem.

3 CASE STUDY

3.1 The System Under Test

Elevators are CPSs composed of different subsystems that collaborate to transport passengers vertically within a building. Figure 1 shows the
architecture of a system of elevators from Orona. Each elevator is managed by a controller, which is responsible for managing both vertical (floor
to floor) and horizontal (doors opening and closing) movements of each elevator. The traffic master is the software system that coordinates the
controllers to handle the calls made by the passengers. This system is responsible for (1) the execution of the dispatching algorithm (i.e., the
allocation of passenger calls to the available cars), (2) the overall system signaling (i.e., registration of the calls, information to the passengers,
etc.), and (3) additional functionalities such as access control (i.e. permission for the passengers to access certain floors) or management of special
operating modes. Locally, the communication among the different controllers is done through a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. The CAN bus
is an industrial field bus, originally developed by Bosch for the automotive domain, which allows for a real-time communication for distributed
embedded systems. In addition, the traffic master can be connected through Ethernet to external computers in order to enable some advanced
features (e.g., passenger access control, remote system configuration, etc.).

The System Under Test (SUT) of this paper is the traffic dispatching algorithm. This algorithm is executed periodically to select the optimal
elevators to serve the active floor calls. It receives the passenger calls, access control information, and the status (position, direction, etc.) of each
elevator as inputs, and then determines which the best elevator to attend every call is. This is done by considering different criteria, such as the
reduction of the Average Waiting Time (AWT), the Journey Time (JT) or energy consumption. The AWT refers to the average time that passengers
wait until they enter in the elevator, and the JT is the average time that passengers wait inside the elevators until they reach their destination.
Both are functional performance metrics used to measure (and test) new versions of the traffic dispatching algorithm. Depending on the algorithm,
already allocated floor calls can be reallocated (assigned to another car) to optimize the overall cost function. Due to its effect on the aforementioned
fitness criteria, this component is critical to ensure that an elevator installation performs correctly.
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FIGURE 1 Overview of the architecture of an elevator installation from Orona [27]

The traffic algorithm should allocate the complete set of active landing calls within a limited time frame (response time), but it has limited
computational resources and is executed within a task that shares these resources with other tasks that provide the functionalities mentioned
above (signaling, access control, etc.). This fact, alongside with situations such as a highly demanding traffic profile or a big building with many floors
and elevators, can result in the consumption of the computational resources available for the allocation of landing calls. This means that, when
developing new dispatching algorithm versions, it is relatively easy to introduce non-functional bugs. Consequently, new approaches to detect
these kind of bugs are necessary, and is increasingly becoming an internal priority for Orona.

3.2 Software Testing Process at Orona

Figure 2 shows an overview of the software development process thatOrona has established for dispatching algorithms [7]. The entire development
process consists of a total of ten steps divided in different phases:

Phase 0: In the initial phase, the process of developing a new dispatching algorithm starts by taking the necessary pre-development actions to
define the characteristics of the new algorithm. The main step during this step is the requirement elicitation.

• Step 1 – Requirements elicitation: The first step in the software development and maintenance process refers to elicitation of the require-
ments for the new dispatching algorithm version. This is carried out by the dispatcher manager and her team. Usually, requirements are
defined based on (1) new legislative standards from the elevation domain that require changes and (2) new customer needs. Customer
needs might be different depending on the type of building where the elevator needs to be installed. For instance, a hospital might require
a special emergency button that will enable transporting critical patients through the building. After this requirement elicitation process,
a validation plan is obtained as an output. This plan is later used throughout the testing process, ensuring the compliance of the newly
developed system.

Phase 1 – Software-in-the-loop phase: In this phase the new algorithm is developed according to the established requirements and when it is
ready for execution it is tested in SiL environment, where all the components of the plant are simulated, permitting a fast execution to find errors
in an early stage.

• Step 2 – Development: The second step refers to the development of the dispatching algorithm. The dispatcher manager assigns a specific
task to one or more developers, which usually consists in implementing some change in one of their existing dispatching algorithms. This
development could be either due to (1) a change in the requirements (taken from a previous step) or (2) due to a required change that
has been identified (e.g., a bug or a potential improvement). Usually, while the engineer develops the new software version, small (manual)
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validations are carried out with a tool named Elevate [59]. This tool allows simulating executions of the software dispatching algorithms at
the system level.

• Step 3 – Testing (SiL): When the engineer considers that the new software version implements the change correctly, the change needs
to be checked for issued (e.g., bugs, performance regressions, etc.). At this stage, the tests are executed at the Software-in-the-Loop test
phase. In this case, the SUT is the real dispatching algorithm, but the rest of the system (i.e., cabins, engines, communication buses, etc.), are
simulated in a local Personal Computer (PC). Two kinds of tests are performed in this step: (1) short scenario tests and (2) full-day tests. In
the short scenario tests, specific functional properties are tested in the most isolated way possible; the expected outcome of a test in this
case is obtained by either implementing simple assertions or manually. In the full-day tests, scenarios that mimic a normal full-day (or sub-
scenarios of it) in the life-cycle of the system of elevators are executed. The expected outcome of these tests is related to certain functional
performance metric values over time windows obtained by re-executing the test with a different algorithm or with an older version (i.e., a
regression oracle). The objective at this stage is to detect functional performance bugs in the code.

Phase 2 –Hardware-in-the-loop phase: In this phase the simulation environment is substituted by an hybrid environment where some hardware
components are included so that the SUT can interact with them. This results in a more complex scenario which should be thoroughly configured
and the execution of the SUT is in real-time.

• Step 4 – HiL Infrastructure Configuration: After testing the software at the SiL level, the next phase refers to the HiL testing. At the
HiL level, the software is integrated with the real-time infrastructure, including a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) and the real target
microprocessor and communications. Unlike at the SiL phase, the physical part of the system of elevators is emulated in real-time with
appropriate HiL test benches. The fourth step is the first step at this phase, and encompasses the configuration of the HiL infrastructure.
For instance, the necessary controllers need to be configured depending on the type of building that the test needs to be executed in.

• Step 5 – SUT & Test Artifacts Deployment: After the HiL infrastructure has been configured, the SUT and the test artifacts need to be
deployed. On the one hand, the SUT is deployed and integrated with the remaining hardware infrastructure. On the other hand, the test
artifacts (e.g., test oracles, test inputs, etc.) are deployed.

• Step 6 – Testing (HiL): The sixth step refers to the execution of the test at the HiL test bench. The tests at this step are performed in real-
time, and their goals are, on the one hand, to detect non-functional bugs and, on the other hand, to detect functional bugs that are related
with features that were unverifiable at the SiL level due to them not being present in that environment (e.g., VIP calls). As in the third step,
both short-scenario tests and full-day tests are being carried out at this stage. When all the tests have been carried out at the HiL phase,
the next steps consist in the deployment and testing of the new software version in operation.

Phase 3 – Operation phase: In the last phase, the dispatching algorithm is deployed and executed in the real installation, and its performance is
monitored and analyzed.

• Step 7 – System deployment over real scenario:Within the seventh step, the new software version is deployed in the real system. To that
end, a maintainer travels to the installation and deploys the new software version. After that, a set of manual tests are carried out by the
maintainer in order to ensure that everything is functioning properly.

• Step 8 – System Operation: After that, the system operates normally. Within this phase, there are no specific actions taken by Orona’s
personnel.

• Step 9 –Monitoring and feedback: The ninth phase relates to monitoring the behavior of the system at run-time. In addition, the maintainer
might travel to the installation to check how the system behaves at specific high-traffic hours, noting issues such as queues being formed
in the lobbies, etc.

• Step 10 –Analysis of feedback data: Feedback is sent back to production, and the dispatcher manager analyzes it to decide whether specific
corrective actions need to be taken.

The test oracles play an integral role in three main stages. First, in the stage 3, where different test cases are executed at the SiL test phase.
Second, in stage 6, where the tests are carried out at the HiL test phase. Lastly at stage 8, where the system is in operation, but some simple rules
can be checked. A test case in the context of Orona for testing a dispatching algorithm version refers to the following fields:

• Building installation: It is the context configuration at which the SUT is being executed. It has different fields, such as the number of floors
the building has, the number of elevators, which floor is served by each elevator, etc. For each elevator, there are also different fields, such
as the maximum load, the energy it consumes, dynamic information (e.g., speed, acceleration and jerk), etc.
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FIGURE 2 Software development process of Orona’s dispatching algorithms [7]

• Test input (call list profile): a test input in this context refers to a *.txt file that includes a list of passengers. For each passenger, this file
includes (1) the arrival time (i.e., when the passenger requests an elevator), (2) arrival floor, (3) destination floor, (4) weight of the passenger,
(5) capacity factor by mass, (6) the loading time, (7) the unloading time and (8) information related to the behavior of the passenger when
not all elevators serve all floors.

• Expected output: Based on the input, what should the behaviour of the system be. This differs depending on the type of testing done. At
unitary functional level, the expected output is typically related to a functional behavior of the elevator (e.g., elevator number 1 attends
calls from passengers 1 and 2, elevator number 2 attends a call from passenger 3). It is important to reiterate that unitary functional level
tests are not unit tests. Unit tests are carried out to test specific function, whereas unitary functional level tests are short tests done with
the integration of the entire dispatching algorithm. The goal of these unitary tests is to ensure that functional requirements are met. For
long full-day tests, functional behaviour is related to certain QoS metrics, which is addressed in this paper. Furthermore, at the HiL and at
Operation, the non-functional metrics are also considered. Specifically, in our study, we considered the execution time of the dispatching
algorithm.
At unitary level tests, the aim is to test specific scenarios and verify that the functional requirements of the system are met. As mentioned,
these unitary tests are different to unit tests, which aim at testing individual software modules. The expected output is typically related
to a functional behaviour of the elevator (e.g., elevator number 1 attends calls from passengers 1 and 2, elevator number 2 attends a call
from passenger 3). For long full-day tests, functional behaviour is related to certain QoS metrics, which is addressed in this paper and
non-functional metrics are also considered.

This paper focuses on the oracles applied for, what is known in Orona internally as “long full-day tests”. In these kinds of tests, the test inputs
encompass long full-day passenger data that simulate the passenger flow in an installation. During the execution of these tests, the expected
output refers to a time series of functional and non-functional performance metric values over the time. Typical functional performance metrics
include the Average Waiting Time (AWT), Average Time to Destination (ATTD) or the consumed energy. Traditionally, the most used performance
metric in Orona has been the AWT, because, according to certain studies, it is the most sensitive measure for a passenger to determine whether a
system of elevators performs well or not [11]. Regarding non-functional performance, the most critical metric to check in dispatching algorithms is
the response time, as these algorithms have a limited time frame to give a response. These test cases can be differentiated into two groups: based
on theoretical passenger data and (2) based on real passenger data.

On the one hand, theoretical passenger data based test cases provide test inputs based on theoretical studies of passenger flows in buildings. For
instance, Figure 3 depicts a graph showing the number of up calls, down calls and inter-floor calls in a time window of five minutes for a simulation
of 13 hours based on the Siikonen theory for a building of offices. As can be seen, in the first couple of hours, the number of up calls increases
as passengers are arriving at the office. After 5 hours, a pattern is seen with an increase in the number of down calls followed by an increase in
the number of up-calls, which represents the lunch time break. At the end of the day, there is another down peak, representing the end of the
working day. The advantage of theoretical traffic profiles is that they can be easily obtained by using tools like Elevate [59] just by providing data
of the building population (e.g., how many people work at each floor). However, a negative aspect of the theoretical profiles is that they might not
accurately represent the results obtained during real operation, where unforeseen situations arise frequently.
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(a) Full day profile collected from real installation by Orona (b) Siikonen Full day profile

FIGURE 3 Passengers activity of real installation and theoretical profiles obtained with Elevate

On the other hand, Orona uses data obtained from real installations. This helps with the validation of dispatching algorithms from several
perspectives, such as the identification of certain traffic patterns not considered in theoretical traffic profiles or a higher customized validation. For
instance, this could happen in a building where the canteen is on the top floor. Then, the traffic profile would significantly change as there would
be a second peak in the number of up-calls followed then by an increase in the number of down-calls. An algorithm could also perform better than
another depending on the traffic profile, and subsequently, the use of test inputs obtained from the field is a powerful method to validate these
algorithms. The advantage of using real traffic profiles is that developers can use actual data from what it is happening in operation. This can help
identify specific traffic patterns that can be found in a building. On the downside, obtaining real traffic profiles can be a non-trivial task, it requires
the system to be in operation, and it is usually not possible to use this data for new installations.

In Figure 3, the differences between a real and a theoretical traffic profile for a building in Madrid can be seen. One discrepancy that can be
observed is that the interfloor calls are not as frequent in the real passenger profiles when compared to the theoretical ones. In addition, at the
lunch-peak, a high peak of outgoing passengers can be seen at around 14:00 in the real passenger data, which is a pattern that is not present in
the theoretical data.

4 REGRESSION LEARNING-BASED TEST ORACLE FOR ELEVATORS DISPATCHING ALGORITHMS

Figure 4 shows the overall architecture of the proposed approach. The proposed solution is divided into two main phases: (1) the training phase
and (2) the testing phase.

During the training phase, a regression machine-learning algorithm is trained by using data from previous software versions. This data is the
one cataloged by Orona as reference to validate other versions of the software. Subsequently, it is considered that the data used for training is
from an error free version of a dispatching algorithm. The machine-learning algorithm yields a model, which is used by DARIO in the testing phase.
During the testing phase, a test is executed at certain test phase (e.g., SiL or HiL). For instance, if it is at the SiL test phase, Elevate executes a
test case by using test input data, information of the building installation (i.e., speed of elevators, structure of the building, etc.) and the SUT itself.
When the test has finished, files containing (1) the passenger traffic data and (2) the performance measures over the simulation time (i.e., the test
outcomes, which are either, those related to functional performance (e.g., AWT) or non-functional performance (e.g., execution time)) are collected.
It is noteworthy that DARIO is applicable at the SiL test phase for detecting functional performance bugs, whereas at the HiL test phase it can be
used for both functional and non-functional bugs. This is because, for the case of non-functional bugs, the SUT needs to be executed in the real
target processor, which is not available at the SiL test phase.

The performancemeasures (i.e., test outcomes) may be be affected by a poor implementation of the dispatching algorithm from both a functional
or non-functional perspective. From the functional point of view, when testing dispatching algorithms at system level, the main performance
measure considered to label a test as PASS or FAIL by test engineers is the Average Waiting Time (AWT). This metric measures the average time
each passenger needs to wait until their elevator arrives. The AWT can be a global value that measures the overall AWT for all passengers in the
test input or a signal over the simulation time, indicating the AWT of the passengers in the test input for a specific time period. Elevate provides
information on both. Regarding non-functional attributes, it is important for the dispatching algorithm to provide a response in a limited time frame,
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FIGURE 4 Overview of the approach at the SiL test phase

as it is executed every 500 ms, a deadline which it must comply with. Moreover, the algorithm is executed in a resource constrained environment,
sharing computational resources with other tasks, so a high execution time may affect other functionalities of the system as well.

4.1 Training phase

The first phase in our approach aims at feeding a machine-learning algorithm with labeled data to correctly train it. During the training phase, a
machine-learning algorithm adapts some internal parameters based on training data so that it performs well on future unseen input data [19]. The
traffic dispatching algorithm considers different information, including traveling direction, floor position, already assigned calls, etc. to assign the
passengers calls, so these features are used to train the machine-learning algorithm. This data can be extracted from the passenger profiles used
to execute the simulation. As stated in section 3.2, these passenger profiles consist of a .txt file with a list of the passengers calling the elevators,
including the time of the call, weight of the passenger, origin and destination floor, etc.

In Orona, the Verification and Validation activities are well documented, which gives availability of data from previously tested versions of the
dispatching algorithms.

Functional performance training: For training the ML algorithms, the data is categorized into different domain-specific features related to
passengers traffic data (e.g., the number of uplanding and downlanding calls, time spent between two different calls in the same floor, number
of calls from specific floors, etc). As for the label, the AWT metric is considered as the functional performance measure, as it is the metric that
the dispatching algorithm under test used in this paper targets. All of them, for a time window of five minutes. A five minute time window was
chosen based on the information provided by Elevate (the SiL infrastructure) as well as the HiL test bench. We developed a script that is able to
automatically extract all the required data from a database where Orona saves all the test history. When the data was extracted, the automation
script initiates the training phase by using the MATLAB machine-learning toolbox. The regression learning algorithm yields a trained regression
model, which can later be used in the testing phase to predict the AWT.

It is noteworthy that typically the passenger traffic data in the historical test database is not the same as the test input in the testing phase
because when changes are made in the dispatching algorithm, these changes typically include new functionalities or bug corrections. Subsequently,
in the test inputs used during the testing phase the scenario testing the new functionality or a scenario that aims to trigger the fault is usually
implemented. In addition, at theHiL test phase, tests alsomight include scenarios where the test engineer tests theHumanMachine Interface (HMI)
of the system. In those cases, as the testing is manual, where by the system interacts with the tester, having the exact same test case is impossible.

To train the machine-learning algorithms, we defined different features that could be of interest together with domain experts. Specifically, the
data is encoded with the following input features, which are obtained every five minutes from the test outcomes:

• Number of upward calls from low level floors: It refers to the number of calls that were going up from floors 1 to 3.
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• Number of upward calls from medium level floors: It refers to the number of calls that were going up from floors 4 to 6.
• Number of upward calls from up level floors: It refers to the number of calls that were going up from floors 7 to 9.
• Number of downward calls from low level floors: It refers to the number of calls that were going down from floors 2 to 4.
• Number of downward calls from medium level floors: It refers to the number of calls that were going down from floors 5 to 7.
• Number of downward calls from high level floors: It refers to the number of calls that were going down from floors 8 to 10.
• Average distance of the travel from the upwards calls: It is the average travel distance, in terms of number of floors traveled, from those

calls going up. This feature could be used in meters for those cases where the distance between a floor and another is different, which is
not our case.

• Average distance of the travel from the downwards calls: It is the average travel distance, in terms of number of floors traveled, from those
calls going down. This feature could be used in meters for those cases where the distance between a floor and another is different, which
is not our case.

• Number of upward calls (past 5 minutes): It refers to the number of calls going in up in the previous 5 minutes. We took the decision of
including this because we figured out that the previous time step considered had also an impact on the current AWT.

• Number of downward calls (past 5 minutes): It refers to the number of calls going in up in the previous 5 minutes. Similar to the previous
feature, we figured out that the previous time step considered had also an impact on the current AWT.

Non-functional performance training: For training the execution time models, different features are extracted from the passengers traffic data.
The execution time of the dispatching algorithm is obtained by executing the algorithm in an ARM board and is set as the label. Similar to the
functional performance training, together with domain experts, we defined a set of features that could affect the non-functional properties of
the algorithm. Specifically, the data is encoded with the following input features, which are obtained every 500 milliseconds from the dispatching
algorithm:

• Registered calls: It refers to the number of calls made by passengers but not yet assigned to an elevator.
• Assigned calls: It refers to the number of calls made by passengers and assigned to an elevator but still unattended.
• Calls in travel: It refers to the number of calls made by passengers and being attended by the assigned elevators.
• Car calls: It refers to the number of calls made by passengers from inside the elevators.
• Up calls: It is the number of calls with an ascending trajectory.
• Down calls: It is the number of calls with a descending trajectory.

4.2 Testing phase

When the machine-learning algorithm is trained, it yields a trained regression model, which is used in the testing phase. For the current imple-
mentation, this phase has four steps: (1) test execution, where the dispatching algorithm is tested by using simulation-based testing, (2) test data
extraction, where the test results and other necessary data is extracted, (3) predictions based on the regression models, which yield the expected
AWT and execution time results, and (4) the arbitration process, which compares the AWT and execution time values obtained by the regression
oracle with the ones estimated by the regression model. We now explain all these steps in further detail.

Test execution: To execute a test, simulation-based testing is used. As previously mentioned, the test can be executed at two distinct levels: (1)
at the Software-in-the-Loop test phase and (2) at the Hardware-in-the-Loop test phase.

The former refers to executing the test by using Elevate. An executable file of the dispatching algorithm is generated, which is considered
the System Under Test (SUT). The SUT is called by Elevate at each iteration, which simulates the rest of the parts of the elevators (i.e., speed,
accelerations, opening and closing of the doors, etc.). The tool also gets as input data from the installation (e.g., building type, number of elevators,
characteristics of each elevator), and the test input, which involves the passenger data.

The latter refers to executing the tests by using the real hardware and other real-time infrastructure. At this test phase, the dispatching algorithm
is integrated with other real-time infrastructure, such as the Linux real-time operating system, communication buses, drivers, etc. The real hardware
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(a) Failure due to a high peak out of threshold bounds (b) Failure due to a long time out of threshold bounds (c) Failure due to a constant degradation

FIGURE 5 The three reasons why a test can be catalogued as FAIL (blue signal refers to the reference valur and orange signal refers to the value
obtained by the software version under test)
that will later be used in the real elevator is used, including human-machine interface, target processors and CPUs, communication infrastructure,
etc. Themechanical and electrical part of the elevators, though, are simulatedwithin a real-time test bench. It is important to note that the execution
of tests in this case is real-time. This test phase also requires substantial manual effort for setting up the test bench, with activities including the
deployment of the dispatching algorithm in the target, setting up hardware infrastructure, etc. Both test phases yield several files that include results
from the simulation. These files include both, overall performance metrics (e.g., the overall AWT of the simulation, total energy consumed), as well
as the performance metrics over the time. This information is provided to DARIO to carry out the validation process and provide the verdicts.

In addition to both test phases, our approach could be used at operation-time. While this remains a future work, where we will need to consider
aspects like the uncertainty of the environment (e.g., weight of the passengers, unexpected passenger behaviors), we believe that an advantage of
DARIO is that it has the capability to be used at different test phases.

Test data extraction: After the test has been executed, DARIO extracts the necessary data from the testing files yielded by the test execution
tools. At both test phases, i.e., SiL and HiL, both files are the same, which allows better re-usability of the implemented test data extraction
functionality. In the current version, DARIO needs to extract (1) the passenger traffic data over the time, (2) the AWT over time and (3) the
execution time of each execution of the algorithm for the tested SUT version (only at the HiL test phase). In the SiL phase, the traffic passenger
data is obtained from the traffic profiles used to run the test, while in HiL and Operation phases, this data can be obtained from the CAN bus,
where Controllers and Control Panels publish this information. This data is sent to the predictor, which provides an estimation of the functional or
non-functional performance metric for each time step based on the trained regression models.

Prediction: The test data extraction provides the input features of every cycle of the algorithm to the trained regression model. This model,
estimates the execution time for each cycle based on the training produced during the training phase. This mimics the execution of the test case
in the regression oracle. The AWT and execution time of each cycle are provided to the arbiter, which is the last component in charge of providing
a test verdict.

Arbiter: For developing the test arbiter, we discussed the reasons why a test can be catalogued as “FAIL” with test engineers that had the
domain knowledge on testing dispatching algorithms. Thus, for the AWT arbitration, three reasons were identified, while for the the execution
time arbitration, a fourth criteria has been included. All three cases are illustrated in Figure 5 Experts from Orona have set the tolerable variations
in these metrics that could be considered normal in the AWT and execution of the algorithm. The arbitration process inputs the real values new
release and compares it to the prediction of the regression model. When an abnormal variation is detected in any of the criteria, a ”FAIL” verdict is
given.

The first reason might be that at certain point, the software version under test shows a high peak on the AWT measure (Figure 5a). This is
because at a certain point, probably due to a bug, at least one passenger was unattended for a long period of time. The second reason is because
the AWTmeasure for the software version under test exhibits a value higher than the specified threshold for a long period of time (Figure 5b). The
last scenario is related to a constant degradation of the AWT value throughout all the steps of the execution (Figure 5c). For detecting execution
time errors, the previous criteria are applied. High peaks on the execution time in a single step or a short period of time may be due to a bug
affecting functionalities activated in specific situations (e.g., access control).

The developed arbitration algorithm aims at detecting these three scenarios. To this end, in a first step, the algorithm obtains the quantitative
verdict for each simulation time step. We obtained this value by computing Equation 1.
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A negative value means that the SUT version is performing worse than expected, whereas a positive value means that it is showing a better
performance.

verdict(t) =
referenceSignal(t)− SUTSignal(t)

referenceSignal(t)
(1)

To detect failures of the first case, a threshold is specified and the arbiter checks whether the verdict exceeds this threshold in any step of the
execution, which is the invariant expressed in Equation 2. We refer to this as the single-step arbiter.

∀ t ∈ [t0, tf ] : verdict(t) ≥ thresholdsingle_step (2)
where t0 and tf are the first and last steps of the execution, and thresholdsingle_step is the failure threshold for the verdict value defined for the
single-step arbiter.

To detect failures of the second case, a different threshold is specified.When this threshold is exceeded, the arbiter checks the following steps in
order to determine the duration of the anomaly. If this duration is longer than a specified maximum duration, the test is classified as FAIL. Equation
3 defines this invariant, which we refer to as the multiple-step arbiter.

∀ tstart ∈ [t0, tf−D] : ∃ t ∈ [tstart, tstart+D] : verdict(t) ≥ thresholdmultiple_step (3)
where D + 1 is the maximum number of steps for multiple-step failures, and thresholdmultiple_step is the failure threshold for the verdict value
defined for the multiple-step arbiter.

For the last case, the average value of the verdict over time signal is obtained and compared against another threshold. Equation 4 defines this
invariant, which we refer to as the average arbiter.

∑t∈[t0,tf ] verdict(t)

T
≥ thresholdaverage (4)

where T is the number of steps in the execution.
Generally, the failure threshold for the arbiters is more tolerant for anomalies of shorter duration, since shorter duration samples may be less

representative of the system. Therefore, the following will usually hold (note that threshold values are negative, and smaller values imply more
tolerance):

thresholdsingle_step < thresholdmultiple_step < thresholdaverage (5)

4.3 Implementation

The tool was implemented in MATLAB. There are a few reasons behind this decision. The main reasons are that it provides support for a wide
variety of algorithms. Furthermore, for all these algorithms, it provides a powerful C/C++ test generator, which would allow us to generate the
code to execute DARIO within the real target processor in operation. The last major reason was that Elevate was integrated with BCVTB for co-
simulation of the dispatching algorithm with other components of the system (e.g., the control of the elevators doors), for a higher fidelity level
testing purposes [60]. BCVTB allows for the execution of MATLAB code, which permits us the execution of DARIO in this test bench with the goal
of performing higher fidelity level simulation-based testing.

Additionally, although the approach is generalisable to any regression machine-learning algorithm, DARIO was implemented on top of the
following ones: (1) Support Vector Machines (SVM), (2) Regression Decision Trees, (3) Ensemble, (4) Regression Gaussian Process (RGP) and (5)
Stepwise Regression. The reason why these algorithms were chosen was (1) availability within the MATLAB framework and (2) appropriateness
for our context in terms of prediction speed, training speed, memory usage and required tuning.

The selected algorithms have a fast prediction and training speed (unlike other algorithms such as neural networks); this is important in order to
speed up the verification and validation activities. In addition, these algorithms have a small memory usage, something important when deploying
the oracles in operation, where embedded processors with limited resources are used. Lastly, the selected algorithms require minimal tuning,
something that is paramount to ease the transfer of the approach to practitioners.

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section we empirically evaluate our approach. Our evaluation aims to answer the following Research Questions (RQs):
• RQ1 – Functional performance: How do machine learning algorithms perform when detecting functional performance faults?
• RQ2 – Non-functional performance: How do machine learning algorithms perform when detecting non-functional performance faults?
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5.1 Experimental setup

5.1.1 Case study

We used the Orona’s Conventional Group Control (CGC) algorithm. This algorithm was selected as a case study because it is the most widely used
algorithm. Furthermore, there are several versions of this algorithm available in Orona, which allowed us to have access to several sets of relevant
test data for performing the experiments. Lastly, its complexity is high as it is continuously evolving. It is important to note that the algorithm is
deterministic, and thus, it does not involve random variations, unlike other dispatching algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithms).

In the evaluation, we used a complex building installation that Orona typically uses to validate dispatching algorithms, which is related to a real
installation named the communication city, in Madrid. The building has a total of 10 floors and six elevators, each having a capacity of 1250 Kg
weight and 16 passengers. Another reason for choosing this building is that Orona has relevant data obtained from the real installation while in
operation. To train the machine learning algorithms of our oracles, we used available test data for testing a previous version of the CGC algorithm
within the specific building. This data included ten theoretical passenger list test inputs and four real passenger list test input data.

5.1.2 Evaluation platforms

The evaluation of our approach has been conducted in two different platforms using simulation-based testing. On the one hand, for testing the
functional performance-based test oracles, the Elevate simulation environment has been used for the execution of tests with the mutants. This
was carried out at the SiL test phase. On the other hand, for testing the non-functional performance-based test oracles, we used an ARM board
for the execution of the tests. In practice, those test oracles would be used within the real HiL test bench, but we could not use this test bench
for our evaluation because the experiments would take too long. As an alternative, we developed a Processor-in-the-Loop test bench, in which
Elevate communicated with the ARM board. However, this communication was too slow, which would have not permitted us to execute all the
tests with all the mutants within a reasonable time period. Therefore, the final solution was to first record the inputs to the traffic dispatching
algorithm through elevate, and then launch all the tests directly in the ARM board. The traffic dispatching algorithm (i.e., SUT) runs on top of a
Linux OS with a real-time patch, which allows measuring the execution time of each task regardless of the interference from other tasks during
their execution. Thus, we created a task running the dispatching algorithm and measured its execution time. In order to make these measurements
precise, multi-core capabilities of the board had to be disabled, as the multi-core execution was distorting them.

5.1.3 Evaluation metrics

Mutation testing was used to seed faults through the dispatching algorithm under test. This technique has been found to be a good substitute of
real faults [37]. These faults were introduced in a uniform manner throughout the sections of the source code that are relevant in the simulation
environment. Two types of mutants were generated: (1) functional mutants and (2) non-functional mutants:

• Functional mutants: The dispatching algorithms are programmed in C. Therefore, traditional mutation operators for the C programming
languagewere used, such as relational operator changes, arithmetic. Listing 1 and Listing 2 show an example of a code snippet and a possible
functional mutant. We generated a total of 99 mutants. Although this is not a large number, it is important to note that as simulation-based
testing was used, executing each mutant took a long time. This number is similar or larger to other studies where simulation-based testing
was used to evaluate testing approaches [50, 6, 5]. From these 99 mutants, 18 were removed from the evaluation. The reason was that the
inclusion of these mutants led the system to crashing or the simulation not lasting because passengers were not attended. In practice, both
types of failures are easily detected by test engineers in Orona, test oracles not being necessary. These 18 invalid mutants were removed
from the initial set, using a total of 81 mutants in our evaluation. The 81 mutants were reviewed by a domain expert to check that they
were not semantically equivalent to the original program.

1 i n t max ( i n t m, i n t n )
2 {
3 i n t max = m;
4 i f ( n>m)
5 max = n ;
6 re turn max ;
7 }

Listing 1: Code snippet of the original program

1 i n t max ( i n t m, i n t n )
2 {
3 i n t max = m;
4 i f ( n<m)
5 max = n ;
6 re turn max ;
7 }

Listing 2: Code snippet of the functional mutant

• Non-functional mutants: To evaluate the adaption of DARIO to the context of non-functional performance, we used performance mutation
testing [20]. In contrast to traditional mutation testing, performance mutation testing focuses on injecting performance problems, such as
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an increase on the execution time or memory usage [20]. However, the functionality of the program remains the same [20], meaning that,
in the context of our case study, the functional performance metric used (i.e., AWT) remains the same.2 We systematically generated 30
performance mutants that affected the execution time based on the performance mutation operators proposed in [20]. In Listing 3 and
4 show an example of a code snippet and how a potential non-functional mutant. The function in this example looks for a given number
within an array until the number is found or the end of the array is reached, but the mutant removes the second condition from the while
loop, so forces the function to go through all the array even the number is already found. Seven of these performance mutants were finally
discarded from the test executions for different reasons: two of them did not compile correctly, other two led to crashes at execution time,
another one got caught in an infinite loop, and two took a too long time to execute, making its execution unfeasible. In all these cases, the
manual detection of the performance bug was trivial, not requiring the use of a sophisticated oracle. Therefore, we ended up with a total
of 23 performance mutants.

1 i n t a r r ay_con ta in s ( i n t num, i n t a r ray [ ] , i n t s i z e )
2 {
3 r e t = 0;
4 i n t i = 0 ;
5 whi le ( i < s i z e && re t == 0)
6 {
7 i f ( a r ray [ i ] == num{
8 r e t = 1;
9 }

10 }
11 re turn re t ;
12 }

Listing 3: Code snippet of the original function

1 i n t a r r ay_con ta in s ( i n t num, i n t a r ray [ ] , i n t s i z e )
2 {
3 r e t = 0;
4 i n t i = 0 ;
5 whi le ( i < s i z e )
6 {
7 i f ( a r ray [ i ] == num{
8 r e t = 1;
9 }

10 }
11 re turn re t ;
12 }

Listing 4: Code snippet of a non-functional mutant

Based on a similar work [30], we selected four measures to evaluate the quality of the test oracles: precision (Equation 6), recall (Equation 7), f1
(Equation 8) and accuracy (Equation 9). In addition, the specificity measure has been included (Equation 10). In our context, classifying faults well is
as important as classifying correct behaviour as correct. Therefore, it is necessary to consider metrics involving both true positive rates (precision
and recall) and true negative rates (accuracy and specificity).

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(6)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(7)

F1 =
2× (precision× recall)

precision+ recall
(8)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(9)

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(10)

BalancedAccuracy =
Specificity +Recall

2
(11)

For eachmutant and each passenger list, we considered the overall verdict returned byDARIO, catalogued either as “PASS” or “FAIL”. Additionally,
we used the same passenger list with a regression test oracle (i.e., an original previous version under test), which is the current practice to determine
if a test passes or fails by Orona. Similar to other works tackling the test oracle problem [30, 18], the verdict provided by DARIO was considered
a true negative (TN), a true positive (TP), a false negative (FN) or a false positive (FP) as defined below:

• TN: Both the test oracle (i.e., DARIO) and the regression test oracle returned a ”PASS” verdict.
• TP: Both the test oracle (i.e., DARIO) and the regression test oracle returned a “FAIL” verdict.
• FN: The test oracle (i.e., DARIO) returned a “PASS” and the regression test oracle returned a “FAIL”.

2Notice that the algorithm used as SUT is deterministic
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• FP: The test oracle (i.e., DARIO) returned a “FAIL” and the regression test oracle returned a “PASS”.
The tests were executed in Elevate instead of in the HiL due to practicality (i.e., if the tests were executed using the HiL test bench, the

experiments would take around 2 years).

5.1.4 Experimental Scenarios

To answer the proposed RQs, a total of four experimental scenarios were designed, where we aimed to analyse the effect of different training and
testing data on the results. Note that the names of the proposed scenarios follow the pattern [Training data type-Testing data type]:

• Scenario Theoretical-Theoretical:We first used test cases that involve theoretical test inputs. These test inputs were automatically generated
by Elevate, and are based on a study performed by Siikonen [67]. In total, 10 of these test cases were used. We employed the 10-fold cross
validation to validate DARIO along with all the selected machine-learning algorithms.

• Scenario Theoretical-Real: In the scenario Theoretical-Real, the same type of test cases were used for training, but for testing, test cases
obtained from the real installation were used. This scenario would emulate (1) how the theoretical passenger data performed in order to
train the algorithms during validation when using data extracted from operation and (2) how the theoretical passenger data perform for
training the algorithms when the oracle is used in the real installation.

• Scenario Real-Real: In this scenario, we used test cases obtained with data extracted from the real installation in operation for training. In
total, four test cases were available for the building used in the evaluation. We thus employed the 4-fold cross validation to validate DARIO
along with all the selected machine-learning algorithms.

• Scenario Real-Theoretical: In this case, we used the same test cases as in scenario Real-Real to train the algorithms, but for testing we used
the ten theoretical passenger-based test cases.

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the test cases used in these four scenarios, including, the number of up calls, down calls, number
of detected mutants by the test case, and the test case duration.

TABLE 1Main characteristics of the used test cases during the experimental scenarios

Test case
# of Up
Calls

# of Down
Calls

# of Detected
AWTMutants

# of Detected
Performance
Mutants

Simulation
time (h:min)

real1 2756 1711 18 13 8:30
real2 3086 2366 18 14 9:10
real3 3438 3117 18 10 11:45
real4 3508 3050 21 12 13:35
theoretical1 3994 3377 20 11 12:55
theoretical2 3950 3379 18 13 12:55
theoretical3 3983 3379 26 14 12:55
theoretical4 3989 3402 18 20 12:55
theoretical5 3989 3387 18 12 12:55
theoretical6 3964 3384 19 11 12:55
theoretical7 3977 3386 21 14 12:55
theoretical8 3919 3433 21 12 12:55
theoretical9 3976 3354 18 15 12:55
theoretical10 3945 3407 20 14 12:55

5.2 Results

We now present the results obtained for the four scenarios designed to answer the RQs.
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5.2.1 RQ1 – Functional performance

Table 2 summarizes the obtained results for the four scenarios designed to answer the RQs. In the scenario Theoretical-Theoretical a 10-fold cross
validation was performed to measure how DARIO performed when trained ad tested with theoretical traffic profiles. In terms of precision, SVM
and regression tree were the techniques showing best results (0.98) followed by stepwiselm, RGP and ensemble. When considering the recall
measure, ensemble performed best (0.89), followed by the rest with values around 0.80. In terms of accuracy and F-measure, SVM and regression
tree performedwell, unlike the remaining three machine learning algorithms, which all dropped below 0.8 in terms of both accuracy and F-measure.
Both SVM and regression tree performed best in terms of the Specificity metric, both having a value of 0.99. In contrast, the rest of the algorithms
showed a value of less than 0.8. With regards to balanced accuracy, regression tree showed a value of 0.91, followed by SVM, which had a value
of 0.88. The remaining algorithms showed a value lower than 0.8.

TABLE 2 Summary of results for the four experimental scenarios for functional mutant detection

Scenario Metrics SVM
Regression
Tree

Ensemble RGP STEPWISELM

Theoretical-Theoretical

Precision 0.98 0.98 0.68 0.76 0.83
Recall 0.77 0.82 0.89 0.78 0.79
Accuracy 0.94 0.95 0.69 0.71 0.79
F-1 0.86 0.89 0.70 0.68 0.76
Specificity 0.99 0.99 0.62 0.70 0.79
Balanced Accuracy 0.88 0.91 0.75 0.74 0.79

Theoretical-Real

Precision 0.95 0.81 0.41 0.61 0.41
Recall 0.66 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.88
Accuracy 0.96 0.76 0.40 0.58 0.39
F-1 0.76 0.73 0.46 0.60 0.45
Specificity 0.98 0.75 0.27 0.50 0.25
Balanced Accuracy 0.82 0.78 0.56 0.68 0.56

Real-Real

Precision 0.82 0.97 0.30 0.59 0.59
Recall 0.88 0.94 1 0.88 0.83
Accuracy 0.93 0.98 0.37 0.58 0.57
F-1 0.85 0.95 0.45 0.62 0.59
Specificity 0.94 0.99 0.17 0.50 0.50
Balanced Accuracy 0.91 0.97 0.59 0.69 0.67

Real-Theoretical

Precision 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.25
Recall 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.99 1.0
Accuracy 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.37 0.28
F-1 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.45 0.40
Specificity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.17 0.04
Balanced Accuracy 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.58 0.52

As for the scenario Theoretical-Real, where the ten theoretical passenger data based test cases were used for training the machine learning
algorithms but real-world data for testing, in terms of the average precision, in this case SVMperformed best, followed by regression tree. Results for
the ensemble, RGP and stepwiselm algorithms in terms of precision were overall quite low. These three algorithms, however, slightly outperformed
SVM and regression tree for the recall metric. Nevertheless, in terms of accuracy and F-measure, SVM showed the best results followed by
regression tree, outperforming the remaining three algorithms with significant difference. The specificity and balanced accuracy measures had a
similar distribution, with the superiority of SVM followed by regression tree and far from them the rest of the algorithms.

Scenario Real-Real in Table 2 shows the results for the 4-fold cross validation when using the real passenger data based test cases both, for
training and for testing. As can be seen, in this case, regression tree performed best in terms of precision, accuracy and F-measure. Furthermore,
with a recall of 0.94, the regression tree algorithmwas the second best, after ensemble. Nevertheless, the precision, accuracy and F-measure values
for ensemble were all below 0.5, meaning that this algorithm had a high number of false positives. In terms of specificity and balanced accuracy,
the algorithm which performed best is regression tree, with the values 0.99 and 0.97 respectively, followed by SVM, with an specificity of 0.94 and
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a balanced accuracy of 0.91. Far from there, we could found the remaining three algorithms, which showed values below 0.7 for both specificity
and balanced accuracy.

Scenario Real-Theoretical also used real passenger data based test cases to train the machine learning algorithms. Although all algorithms per-
formed well in terms of recall, meaning that they produced none or a low number of false negatives, their results in terms of precision, accuracy
and F-measure were below 0.5. The values were also quite low for both the specificity and balanced accuracy for all the algorithm. All this means
that a high number of false positives were produced when following this strategy for training the algorithms but testing the dispatching algorithms
with theoretical data.

When training with theoretical traffic profiles, the results for all the four measures in scenario Theoretical-Real were lower than those shown in
scenario Theoretical-Theoretical. Our hypothesis behind this is related to the difference between the types of passenger traffic flow in the test cases
that are based on theoretical traffic profiles and the ones obtained from the real installation. It might be possible that the theoretical passenger
profiles do not explore areas which the real passenger profiles actually do. This could be the case, for instance, when the canteen or the bar is on a
specific floor. The theoretical traffic profiles also make assumptions that might not hold for all offices building. For instance, the theoretical traffic
profiles assume that there are lunch peaks from 12:00 to 15:00, where workers from an office building go to have lunch. Nevertheless, there might
be companies and buildings where most of the workers have a continuous work day from 7:00 to 15:00.

The hypothesis is similar when training with real traffic profiles. The traffic profiles obtained from the real building installation might not exercise
areas or produce situations that are considered in the theoretical traffic profiles. This makes it difficult for the regression algorithms to accurately
predict the reference AWT value when trained with real traffic profiles, but tested with theoretical traffic data.

Based on the obtained results, we can answer the first RQ as follows:
SVM and regression tree algorithms were the algorithms performing best when trained with theoretical passenger profiles based test inputs.When
training with real traffic profiles, the regression tree algorithm stood out over the rest. Their results were acceptable when training and testing with
the same kind of traffic profile. However, the performance of the algorithms decreased when trained with theoretical traffic profiles and tested
with real traffic profiles and vice-versa.

5.2.2 RQ2 – Non-Functional performance

Table 3 summarizes the results for the non-functional performance mutant detection. In the scenario Theoretical-Theoretical, where a 10-fold cross
validation was performed to measure the performance of DARIO when trained and tested with theoretical profiles, we saw that overall, the five
algorithms showed competitive results. In terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and specificity, SVM, Regression Tree, RGP and Stepwiselm showed
the most competitive results, with values ranging between 0.81 and 0.87. On the other hand, Ensemble showed the most competitive results
when considering the recall metric (0.96). Nevertheless, its precision and specificity were worse than the rest of the algorithms (0.71 and 0.45
respectively), which also penalized theAccuracy and the F-1measures (i.e., 0.75 and 0.82 respectively), although these results can still be considered
acceptable. In terms of Accuracy and F-1, RGP obtained slightly better results than the rest of the algorithms, although the differences are minimal.

In the scenario Theoretical-Real, the machine-learning algorithms were trained with theoretical passenger profiles, but tested with real passenger
profiles. Similar to what happened in scenario Theoretical-Theoretical, the results for SVM, Regression Tree, RGP and Stepwiselm were similar. All
of them showed good performance in terms of precision and specificity (between 0.93 and 0.94 for the former and 0.95 for the latter), but their
recall measure decreased (0.57 for SVM, Regression Tree and StepwiseLM, and 0.67 for RGP). Their accuracy and F-1 measure remained relatively
high (i.e., between 0.75 and 0.79 for the accuracy metric and between 0.71 and 0.79 for the F-1), although the results were worse than those from
scenario Theoretical-Theoretical. Conversely, the Ensemble algorithm obtained different results. While its precision and specificity were lower, but
still competitive (0.9 for both), the rest of the metrics were higher: a recall of 0.8, an accuracy of 0.85, and an F-1 measure of 0.85.

Within the scenario Real-Real, where real passenger data profiles are used for both training and testing, and therefore a 4-fold cross validation
used, all the algorithms showed a similar performance. In fact, all of them showed the same precision and specificity of 0.95, which is highly
competitive. In terms of recall, accuracy and F-1 measure, the Ensemble showed slightly better performance than the rest, although the differences
wereminimal. All these values were over 0.8 for the recall, and over 0.87 for accuracy and F-1. This means that all the algorithms are highly effective
within the scenario Real-Real.

The last scenario trained the machine-learning algorithms with real passenger data and used theoretical passenger data for testing. All the five
machine-learning algorithms showed similar results. As compared to scenario Real-Real, the precision, accuracy, F-1 and specificity metrics dropped,
while the recall measure was increased to 0.98. The differences among the algorithms were small, although RGP and Stepwiselm obtained slightly
better precision, accuracy and F-1 values when compared with the other algorithms. In general, despite having worse results than in scenario
Real-Real, the results of the algorithms were still competitive.
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TABLE 3 Summary of results for the four experimental scenarios for performance mutant detection

Scenario Metrics SVM
Regression
Tree

Ensemble RGP STEPWISELM

Theoretical-Theoretical

Precision 0.87 0.86 0.71 0.87 0.86
Recall 0.84 0.84 0.96 0.87 0.84
Accuracy 0.83 0.83 0.75 0.84 0.83
F-1 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.87 0.85
Specificity 0.82 0.81 0.45 0.81 0.81
Balanced Accuracy 0.83 0.83 0.71 0.84 0.83

Theoretical-Real

Precision 0.93 0.93 0.90 0.94 0.93
Recall 0.57 0.57 0.80 0.67 0.57
Accuracy 0.75 0.75 0.85 0.79 0.75
F-1 0.71 0.71 0.85 0.79 0.71
Specificity 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.95
Balanced Accuracy 0.76 0.76 0.85 0.81 0.76

Real-Real

Precision 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Recall 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.80 0.80
Accuracy 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87
F-1 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87
Specificity 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Balanced Accuracy 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.88

Real-Theoretical

Precision 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.75
Recall 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
Accuracy 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.80 0.80
F-1 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.85
Specificity 0.52 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.53
Balanced Accuracy 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.76 0.76

In the scenarios where theoretical data was used for training, similar to what happened in RQ1, the overall results of scenario such scenario (i.e.,
Theoretical-Real) were worse than those from scenario Theoretical-Theoretical. The same happened with scenarios where real data was used for
training, where results from scenario Real-Theoreticalwere lower than those from scenario Real-Real. This means that the training of the algorithms
should be done with the same type of passengers profiles that will later be used for testing. Nevertheless, the overall results were not as low
as those from the previous RQ. For instance, in scenario Theoretical-Real, the Ensemble algorithm was competitive enough regarding all the five
metrics to be usable in practice. In addition, the results for all the algorithms in scenario Real-Theoretical were quite competitive. Furthermore, in
this case, there was not one specific algorithm that stood out over the rest, which means that any of them could be used in practice. Therefore,
we can answer the second RQ as follows:

Overall, all the algorithms performed well when dealing with the problem of non-functional bug detection. Their results were better when training
and testing with the same kind of traffic profile. Nevertheless, when training with one traffic profile and testing with the other, the results were
still quite competitive.

5.3 Threats to Validity

We now discuss internal and external validity threats of the performed evaluation:
Internal validity: A potential internal validity threat in our study might be related to the thresholds of the arbiter we designed, which are

configurable. To reduce this threat, we discussed the parameters with domain experts to see which thresholds could be appropriate to consider
a test as pass or fail. The same concern applies to the parameters of the selected machine-learning algorithms. To reduce this threat we used the
default parameters from the MATLAB framework for training the algorithms. Another internal validity threats relate to the usage of a 4-fold cross
validation when using the “real-real” scenarios. This was due to the fact that those cases use data obtained from the real buildings (i.e., operational
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data). Unfortunately, our industrial partner did not have more operational data. However, we believe that this scenario is realistic given that the it
is the number of test cases that the company has. Moreover, it is important to note that each test input has several data points of full-day traffic
profiles, meaning that we have sufficient data to train the algorithms.

External validity: An external validity threat in our evaluation is related to using a single benchmark dataset based on test cases for testing
dispatching algorithms. To reduce this threat, the dataset was obtained from actual test cases in Orona for testing dispatching algorithms. Further-
more, to avoid bias in the results, we did not use the same dataset for training an algorithm and for testing it, using the appropriate k-fold cross
validation techniques in those scenarios where this was necessary (i.e., Exp. 1 and Exp. 3). Another external validity threat relates to the used case
study. Although only a single case study was used, it is important to note that it is a real industrial case study, which provides a high degree of
complexity to our evaluation. Furthermore, the used dispatching algorithm is the one which is most used in Orona’s elevators.

6 DISCUSSION

We now discuss the results obtained from the evaluation, which was carried out in an industrial context, the lessons learned from it and the
open-challenges.

6.1 Analysis of the Results

The evaluation aimed to assess whether DARIO can be an appropriate technique to be applicable in the context of functional and non-functional
performance testing of CPSs. To this end, we carried out an empirical evaluation using both functional and non-functional bugs. Traditional mutation
operators were used for the former, whereas we used the study by Delgado-Perez et al., [20] for the creation of non-functional performance
mutants. Overall, we believe that the results are positive, indicating that our approach can be applicable in our context. For the case of functional
faults, we found that the regression tree machine-learning algorithm performed better than the remaining algorithms. On the contrary, for the
case of non-functional faults, there was no clear winner among the five machine-learning algorithms we assessed. In addition, we identified the
importance of training the algorithms based on the same type of passenger data that was going to be evaluated by the resulting test oracles; when
theoretical passenger data is going to be used, the training should be performed with theoretical passenger data too. On the other hand, if real
passenger data is going to be verified, we recommend this kind of data to be used for training the algorithms instead. Based on the performed
evaluation, we believe that the results of our approach are good enough to be applicable by Orona engineers when performing long full-day tests.

Similarly to other works in the field of the test oracle problem [? ], we employed the precision, recall, accuracy, F-1 metrics, alongside specificity
and balanced accuracy, that are commonly used by the machine-learning community. Nevertheless, a recently performed systematic literature
review [25] revealed that many studies used the mutation score metric, which aims at assessing the percentage of mutants killed. In our case,
the mutation score mostly depends on the type of test inputs used, rather than the test oracle itself. In fact, we used the same criterion as the
regression test oracle, currently used in the context of Orona, for determining whether a mutant is killed or not by a test case. It is important to
note that test oracles are prone to false positives and negatives [9, 72], and therefore, we have given priority to the right classification done by
DARIO, our test oracle, rather than the amount of mutants detected by it.

6.2 Lessons learned

Based on the results obtained from the evaluation section and the discussion with domain experts about the applicability of the approach, we
extracted the following lessons:

Lesson 1 – Training data: The use of the right data for training the machine-learning algorithms play a critical role in the accuracy of DARIO.
Exceptions aside, the results obtained in scenarios Theoretical-Theoretical and Real-Real are much better than the ones of obtained in scenarios
Theoretical-Real and Real-Theoretical, as it is shown in the Section 5.2. Therefore, in order for the oracle to be accurate enough, the training data
should be of the same type as used when testing the system. This means that when Orona uses theoretical data for testing their algorithms, they
should also use theoretical test data for training DARIO. Conversely, if real data is used for testing their algorithms, they should use real passenger
data for training DARIO. However, we saw that the impact of this was larger in the case of functional bugs as compared to the non-functional bugs.
A potential reason for this could be that the problem of functional-performance is harder to solve due to a higher variability of the AWT metric to
test inputs. Another reason could be the experimental set-up, where we used a larger amount of mutants for the case of functional performance
testing than the non-functional performance testing.
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Lesson 2 – Machine-learning algorithms: Our empirical evaluation suggested that in the case of functional-performance, there might be large
differences among the selected algorithms. In general, the regression tree performed overall best in the first case. Conversely, for the case of non-
functional performance bugs, most algorithms performed similarly, with some exceptions in some of the cases; for instance, ensemble was the
worst algorithm in the scenario Theoretical-Theoretical, whereas the best one in the scenario Theoretical-Real and competitive in the scenarios Real-
Real and Real-Theoretical against the remaining algorithms. For the application of the tool in industry, for the first case, the regression tree algorithm
is recommended. However, further investigation is required before recommending one of the algorithms for detecting non-functional bugs; this
might be based on the data used and a set of preliminary experiments done before pushing one model to production.

Lesson 3 – Importance of real passengers data: In the study, we showed that the oracles performed competitively when using real data obtained
from the real installation (even if they were trained only with three real passenger profiles). This happened in both cases, functional and non-
functional performance experiements (i.e. RQ1 and RQ2). In other contexts, such as web-engineering, technologies like DevOps permit using data
from operation at design-time to enhance software engineering processes (e.g., testing). The good performance of the proposed approach with
field test data shows the importance of researching on adapting design-operation continuum techniques (e.g., DevOps) in the context of CPSs and
in domains like elevation. The simulation at design-time of situations seen only in operation is of great advantage for engineers. For instance, this
permits the detection of unforeseen situations that can only be seen when the system is in operation.

Lesson 4 – Need for dealing with uncertainty in test verdicts: As it could be appreciated in our empirical evaluation, the accuracy of DARIO with
certain algorithms is competitive. However, using these oracles in Orona increases the uncertainty in relation to the correctness of the verdicts.
This might require re-executing tests in the regression test oracle at certain points in order to confirm verdicts. Although this might increase the
cost of testing, the test results can also be used to retrain the algorithms. The increase in test execution costs is further exacerbated at the HiL and
at operational levels. Potentially, DARIO could be used as preliminary oracle for testing, and use the regression oracle only at critical stages (e.g., to
confirm certain test verdicts). For instance, when a test has failed, but this fail was due to the numerical verdict being close to 0 (i.e., a low severity
fault), the same test could be eventually repeated with a regression test oracle. On the other hand, if the test has failed, but the numerical verdict
was far from 0 (i.e., high severity fault), the test could be classified as fail without the need for confirming the verdict with a regression test oracle.

Lesson 5 – Consequences of mistaken oracle: An oracle may be mistaken when providing a test verdict. That is, the test oracle is subject to false
positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs). On the one hand, a false positive means that a test was cataloged as “fail”when it should have been provided
a “pass”. This results into, probably, the need of the developer debugging where the potential fault is located. Since there is no fault behind, this may
result into time spent by an engineer in debugging a fault that does not exist. This issue could be mitigated by confirming the test verdict by using
a regression test oracle. In the cases of functional bugs, this issue could happen in 2 to 3% of the cases, given that the precision of the algorithm
Regression tree is between 0.97 and 0.98. Re-running tests to confirm the presence of faults in 3% of the cases is not an issue for our industrial
partner. However, these values increase in the case of non-functional performance faults, having false positives in around 14% of the cases in the
case of the “Theoretical-Theoretical” scenario. This suggests that more research is required to increase the robustness of such algorithms.

On the other hand, a false negative means that a test was cataloged as “pass” when it should have it done as a “fail”. If this happens at design-
time (i.e., at the SiL or at the HiL phases), the bug might be missed and shipped to production. As shown in our experiments, this could happen in
18% of the cases if used a “theoretical-theoretical” test oracle. However, the regression tree algorithm showed a recall of 0.94 in the cases of “real-
real” scenarios, which implies that all the many of these faults could be later detected. These faults are in the limit and could be partially solved if
we consider the uncertainty that the inputs provoke in the ML models. This will be investigated in the future before fully transferring the method
to our industrial partner. The current version could be used as first pass at phases 1 and 2 of Orona’s testing process, while traditional oracles can
be used for corner cases or to confirm test verdicts. In addition, our approach can be used for operational testing, which already outperforms the
current state-of-the-practice in Orona’s context, where this type of test was not possible up to now.

6.3 Open Challenges

In this studywe have assessed the performance of DARIO, a test oracle that is built on top of machine-learning algorithms to detect both, functional
and non-functional bugs. DARIO is a good alternative to a traditionally employed regression test oracle, as it permits new applications, such as
testing of the HMI modules or testing at different test phases (i.e., SiL, HiL and Operation). Deploying DARIO at run-time can be feasible at this
point for Orona by using an architecture based on microservices [29]. However, at run-time, new challenges arise, such as the inherent uncertainty
produced by the environment at which elevators operate. For instance, when executing a test at the SiL or HiL test phases, the weight of passengers
is known beforehand to the oracle, which might impact the performance of the algorithms (e.g., when passengers weight less, more passengers
can enter at an elevator). Conversely, this is unknown to the oracle at design-time, and therefore, uncertainty-wise techniques would need to be
integrated within DARIO. Another uncertainty related issue at operation time could be the wrong use of passengers of the elevator. For instance,
one could be that of calling an elevator, but later not using it. All these uncertain situations need to be classified systematically and integrated in
DARIO in order this oracle to be effective at operation-time, where a regression test oracle cannot be used.
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Our approach has been exclusively designed for dispatching algorithms. However, performance metrics, both functional and non-functional, can
be found in many other CPSs applications, including those from the automotive [35, 74] or aerospace domains [53]. We believe that another line
of research could be the application of DARIO in other CPS domains. Furthermore, DARIO has been intended to be used as test oracle for already
defined test cases. However, this approach opens the gate to other testing activities. For instance, the use of the numerical verdict to determine
whether a failing test is of critical or low severity could be use for activities like falsification-based test case generation. These techniques are
expensive to execute [51], and therefore, a technique like DARIO could be of great benefit in such a context. This technique could also be combined
with a similar approach of approximation-refinement testing [51] based test generation, in which the tests are only eventually executed in the SUT,
and instead, a surrogate model of the new SUT is used.

7 RELATED WORK

In this section we give an overview of the related work along the following dimensions: (1) use of machine-learning for test oracle generation, (2)
simulation-based testing of CPSs and (3) testing of systems of elevators.

7.1 Use of machine-learning for test oracle generation

The use of machine-learning algorithms for software testing activities has significantly increased in the last few years [23], covering many activities,
including test case generation [13, 14], test case selection [70] or test prioritization [70, 10, 41]. Test oracles are one of the core components
required to allow full test automation. A recent systematic literature review gathered a total of 22 relevant studies that used machine-learning
for the purpose of generating test oracles [25]. Among their findings, they identified that machine-learning was used to (1) generate test verdicts
[16, 31, 45, 63], (2) generate metamorphic relations [32, 33, 38, 39, 55, 78] and (3) generate the expected outputs [1, 22, 36, 54, 62, 64, 65, 69,
76, 68, 46, 79]. In this classification, our machine-learning algorithms fall into the category of the generation of expected outputs, although the
entire test oracle (i.e., DARIO), provides a final test verdict. Just like all the techniques for generating expected outputs identified by Fontes and
Gay [25], our machine-learning algorithms use supervised learning based on prior system executions. In addition, similar to all the studies that
used a machine learning component to generate the expected outputs (with the exception of [22]), our approach used regression to determine the
expected output. However, there are significant differences between our approach and those studies identified in [25]. Firstly, the type of system
that our oracle tackles are CPSs, which have many idiosyncrasies, such as the expected output being a signal over time, or the long test execution
time. Secondly, we investigate the performance of our approach in the context of both, functional and non-functional bugs. Thirdly, we compared
a total of five machine-learning techniques, including SVM, regression tree, ensemble, RGP and Stepwiselm, unlike most of the studies identified
in [25], which use a maximum of two techniques. Lastly, our SUT is a real industrial case-study from the elevator domain (i.e., the Dispatching
algorithm for Orona elevators); this last point paves the way towards overcoming one of the limitations identified by Fontes and Gay [25] in the
context of using machine learning for test oracle generation, i.e., the use of toy examples.

7.2 Simulation-based testing of CPSs

Simulation-based testing has been extensively used to test CPSs [51, 52, 48, 49, 50, 13, 14, 26, 53, 66, 24, 34, 75, 6, 47, 4, 5, 6, 73]. Our approach
relies on simulation-based testing for detecting performance problems (caused by either functional or non-functional bugs) of elevator systems.
In such a context, there are recent studies that tackle the test oracle problem [52, 71]. Menghi et al. proposed a test oracle generation tool for
Simulinkmodels [52]. Their approach consists in a Domain Specific Language (DSL) with sufficient expressiveness to specify signal properties-based
requirements. Later, a model-to-model transformation is performed in order to generate Simulink subsystems. Similar to our work, their oracles
also provide a quantitative measure for the satisfaction degree of a requirement. However, our study is focused on generating a reference signal by
a machine-learning algorithm trained with data from previously tested software versions, and later applying and arbitration mechanism. Although
we could use their tool to generate oracles by specifying some requirements, this would be infeasible for the context of performance metrics,
as inferring the relation between passenger traffic data and functional performance measures (e.g., AWT) as well as non-functional performance
measures (e.g., memory consumption) is nontrivial. Furthermore, this relation is highly dependent on the building installation characteristics, and
would therefore require a manual change every time the dispatching algorithm is tested in a different context; In contrast, training DARIO with
already available data is straightforward and fast. Stocco et al. proposed a technique for testing self-driving cars which use deep neural networks
to determine the driving parameters for the actuators of the vehicle [71]. Similar to our approach, their oracle employs simulation-based testing
and determines a confidence value for the system at each step of the execution. However, the oracle they propose uses an unsupervised learning
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technique based on the camera images (i.e., the input) of the self-driving car, whereas DARIO uses supervised regression learning based on the
QoS measures of a system of elevators (i.e., the test output in our context).

7.3 Testing of systems of elevators

There are some studies that focus on testing software from elevators systems. Nicolas et al., proposed an encoder based on FPGAs for simulation-
based testing of elevator controllers in real-time [57]; their goal was to test the position and speed of elevators. Sagardui et al., relied onmodel-based
testing and feature models for testing configurable software systems in charge of controlling the doors of elevators [61]; in this paper, the goal was
to test refactored embedded code, and the non-refactored software acted as a golden oracle. In these cases the system was not the dispatching
algorithm, but other software components of the elevators. In our previous paper, we used the techniqueMetamorphic Testing to test the dispatch-
ing algorithm of Orona [8], showing promising results. A problem with metamorphic testing was the difficulty to extract effective metamorphic
relations. To solve this problem, we proposed a technique that combined mutation testing with genetic programming [9]. The generated meta-
morphic relations were as competent as those defined with the assistance from domain experts [9]. However, that metamorphic testing approach
was mainly designed for short-scenario tests, whereas the technique shown in this paper is designed for long-scenario tests. Our previous work
used machine-learning algorithms to detect performance bugs on software updates [28]; nevertheless, the evaluation was not as realistic as in this
case, since the execution of the algorithms was performed in a local PC, whereas in this case we used the real microprocessor used by Orona in
their elevators. In fact, we noticed that the results were significantly different in this case. Galarraga et al., proposed a test case generation method
based on genetic algorithms to the dispatching algorithm under uncertain passenger conditions [27]. While there are many studies in the field of
elevators dispatching algorithms where artificial intelligence algorithms adapted to this context are investigated (e.g., ant-colony optimization and
neural networks [42], genetic algorithms [15]), to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that proposes a method for testing them (both
from the functional and non-functional perspectives).

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed DARIO, a test oracle that relies on machine-learning to automatically test elevators dispatching algorithms from
the perspective of both, functional and non-functional performance. Compared with the traditionally used regression oracles, which have several
disadvantages, DARIO trains machine-learning algorithms with previous test data. This training takes only a few seconds (always less than 3
seconds), whereas executing the regression test oracle takes minutes or hours at SiL (depending on the length of the test case), and hours or days at
HiL (not being possible to correctly perform some tests, such as those involving HMI). In our evaluation, where an industrial dispatching algorithm
from Orona was used, we tested the proposed approach with two kinds of bugs: functional and non-functional. When using functional bugs, the
accuracy of the proposed test oracle when labeling tests as PASS or FAIL ranged between 0.79 and 0.87. When using non-functional bugs, the
accuracy ranged between 0.8 and 0.87. The type of training data used impacted these results, although it had a greater impact in the case of the
functional bugs. Overall, we believe that these results are competent enough to transfer the tool to practitioners, although further investigation is
required to enhance these results.

As future research lines, we would like to explore handling the uncertainty in oracles from different perspectives. Firstly, as explained in the
lessons-learned section, using DARIO increases the uncertainty related to the correctness of the verdicts. In deep learning algorithms, Kim et al.,
used the surprise adequacy [40]. Similar metrics adapted to the algorithms used by DARIO could be employed to measure such uncertainty. Other
relevant uncertainties could be those that the CPS itself is exposed to, especially in operation. In the context of elevators at operation, in order
DARIO to be effective, the uncertainty from several perspectives needs to be considered (e.g., uncertainty in passengers’ behaviors). Another
example of uncertainty could be related to the hardware itself, such as the noise of the sensors or delays in the communication systems.
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